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It is well known that the full reduction tree for any term of the typed 2-calculus is 
finite. However, it is not obvious how a reasonable estimate for its height might be 
obtained. 
Here we note that the head reduction tree has the property that the number of 
its nodes with conversions bounds the length of any reduction sequence*. The 
height of that tree, and hence also the number of its nodes, can be estimated using a 
technique due to Howard [31 which in turn is based on work of Sanchis [4] and 
Diller [11. This gives the desired upper bound. 
The method of Gandy [2] can also be used to obtain a bound for the length of 
arbitrary reduction sequences; this is carried out in [5]. However, the bound 
derived here, apart from being more intelligible, is also better. 
Let r, s, t denote terms of the typed 2-calculus. The level lev(r) of r is defined to 
be the level lev(Q) of its type Q, where ground types have level 0 and lev(Q~a) 
=max(lev(Q) + 1, lev(a)). For r of level 0 we define ~r  inductively by 
~-Rule. If a - ~rx[s]t, then I~, + l(~.xr)st. 
a ~ a+l  - Variable Rule. If Fmtiyi lor i = 1 .... , n, then m xt l  ... t,. In particular, ~t~---x' a. 1 for 
any a and m. 
- Cut  Rule. If ~mryl. . .  y ,  with n > 1 and ~ti3~ and lev(ti) < m for i = 1,..., n, then 
a+l  
[ m rt l "" tn. 
Note that ~r  is generated by a uniquely determined rule. Hence the generation 
tree (with the a's stripped off) is uniquely determined; we call it the head reduction 
tree of r. 
Variable Lemma. I f  lev(x) < a, then ~mX~ 
Proof. By induction on lev(x). By induction hypothesis I ma- 1 yiz~,+ hence ~mxya ~ by the 
Variable Rule. [] 
* This is not quite true, but only for so-called 2-/-terms, where any variable bound by ,t actually 
occurs in the kernel. But the general case can be easily reduced to this one by introducing dummy 
variables; this is carried out below 
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b Substitution Lemma. I f  ~r  and ~sjyj  and lev(sj)< m, then I ~+ar~[s-l. 
Proof By induction on ~r. We write t* for t~[~. 
fl-Rule. By induction hypothesis I~+ar*[s*]{ *, hence I~ +a+ l(2xr*)s*{* by the 
fl-Rule. 
i b+a ,~ i b+a+l  , Variable Rule. By induction hypothesis ~--t i y~, hence ~l-,;-~xt 1 ... t*~ by the 
Variable Rule. Now ifx is one of the variables xj to be substituted by s j, we must use 
the Cut Rule instead of the Variable Rule. This is possible since lev(sj)< m by 
b+a hypothesis and hence lev(ti)<m, and since " sy j  also by hypothesis. Then (if 
n > 0) the Cut Rule yields Ib+~+l * m sit ~ ... t*, as required. In case n = 0 there are no t{s 
and we have used the Variable Rule to generate ["+m ~x/. But then rob+a+ ~Si by 
hypothesis. 
Cut Rule. By induction hypothesis bm~-~r*  and b § a .yi,~ hence b~--r*t*~ by 
the Cut Rule. [] 
Cut Elimination Lemma. I f  ~-ff--~+~r, then ~r .  
Proof. By induction on ~++~r. 
2 a fl-Rule. By induction hypothesis [-e-~-~rx[s]~ hence [2~+ l(2xr)sf. 
Variable Rule. By induction hypothesis 2o ~-~t~yi, hence by the Variable Rule 
2a + ix? " 
m 
Cut Rule. By induction hypothesis ~-~ryand 2o F-~-mt~y~. Since lev(t~) < m + 1, we get 
]2o+2o r/'from the Substitution Lemma. [] 
m 
Embedding Lemma. I f  all subterms of r have levels < m, then ~ - Fmry where a = m 
+ height (r). 
Proof By induction on r. 
Case x. The claim follows from the Variable Lemma with a := lev(x)+ 1. 
Case2xr. By induction hypothesis ~r)7 where a=m+height(r) ,  hence 
a+l  F~--~(2xr)xy by the fl-Rule. 
Case ts. By induction hypothesis ~ty~ and [-mSZ" a~ad ~YiY~ where a is the 
maximum ofm+height(t) and re+height(s). Hence Fe-~tsyby the Cut Rule. [] 
It now follows that the head reduction tree of any given term r has the 
height < 2m(m + height (r)), 
where m is a bound for the levels of subterms of r and 2re(x) is defined by 2o(X) = x, 
2,,+ l(x) = 2 2re(x). 
Our key observation is that, under a slight additional hypothesis, the number 
# r of conversions in the head reduction tree of r bounds the length of any 
reduction sequence. More precisely, # r is defined for any term r of level 0 by 
induction on_ ~or: 
1. # ((2xr)st) = # (rxl-s]~ + 1 
2. ~(Xtm...t~):= r #(ti~). 
i=1  
Note first that it is easy to estimate #r  in terms of the height of the head reduction 
tree for r: 
Estimate Lemma. I f  ~or and if any variable x free in r has arity < k where k > 1, then 
~r~k a. 
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Proof. By induction on ~o r
B-Rule. #((2xr)st~= #(rx[s]t~ + 1 ~ka+ 1 <k "+ i. 
Variable-Rule. # (xt~ = y, ~ (ti~) <_ y, k" <_ k. k" <= k" + 1. [] 
A term is called a 2 - / - te rm if for any subterm of the form 2xs we have 
xevars(s). 
Main Lemma. Let r be a 2 - I - te rm of level O. Then r~ l r  ' implies that #r> @r'. 
Proof. We show more generally that for any 2 - I - te rm r with z e vars(r) we have 
#rz[(2xp)q]> #rz[px[q]]. For brevity we write t* for t~[(2xp)q] and t' for 
tz[px[q]]. The proof is by induction on #r*.  
((,txr)st-)* = 4 (rx[s]t3* + I 
>  (rx[s]t3' + 1 
= # ((2xr)st3', 
where the > follows by induction hypothesis. Note that for the application of the 
induction hypothesis here we have used x~vars(r), which follows from our 
assumption that we are dealing with 2- I - terms.  
(Yt3* = E ~ t~'~ 
i 
> E t',y', 
i 
=  (yfi' 
"l~ (zt~* = ~ (( 2xp)q{'*) 
= ~ (p~l-qlF*) + 1 
>_-- ~ (p~ [ql •) + 1 
> 
= #(zt3'. [] 
In this proof we have made use of the hypothesis that r is a 2 - / - te rm in order 
to conclude # r > ~: r' from r~ 1 r'. This hypothesis certainly necessary, since in 
non-2 -  I-terms subterms can disappear by means of conversions, and hence the 
head reduction tree may not show any trace of a conversion inside the term. An 
example is (2xy)((2xp)q) and (2xy)(pffq]), both of which have the same head 
reduction tree (consisting of one additional node labeled y). 
However, we can easily reduce the general case to the case of 2 -  I-terms. To 
achieve this we just introduce dummy variables which turn the given term r into a 
2 - I - te rm r* (a variant of r, as we shall say), and note that the length of any 
reduction sequence for r is bounded by the length of a reduction sequence for r*. 
By an immediate variant of a term r of type ~z  we mean a term 
r'-- 2~" ut(ry-), 
where t is any term of some type a with 37~ vars(t) and u is a new variable of type 
a, z~t; the variables )7 are supposed to have types ~. Note that r' has the same 
type ff--*z as r. Call a term r tm~ an m-fold immediate variant of r if there are terms 
(0 r t~ r m, ..., r tr"- ~ such that r t~ = r and r t~ § ~ is an immediate variant of r . Finally 
a term r* is called a variant of r if it is obtained from r by taking possibly multiple 
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immediate variants of all of its subterms. More precisely, we define inductively 
1. x (m) is a variant of x. 
2. If r* is a variant of r, then (2xr*) (") is a variant of 2xr. 
3. If t*, s* are variants of t, s, then (t's*) (m) is a variant of ts. 
Note that, if r*, s* are variants of r, s, then r*[s*] is a variant of rx[s]. This can be 
proved easily by induction on r. 
Variant Lemma. I f  r--* 1 r I and r* is a variant of r, then we can find a variant r* of r l 
such that r* ~ + r *, where ~ + is defined just as ~* except hat reflexivity is not 
allowed. 
Proof Note first that any t's converts into some (ts)', since 
(2yr .  ur(tyy-'))s converts into 237. ur(tsy~). (1) 
We restrict ourselves to the case (2xr)s---rlrx[s]; the other cases are similar or 
immediate by induction hypothesis. Now by (1) 
( ( ,~xr* )(') s* )~") -~ * ( ( ~xr )s* ) (m + ") --, l r* [ s* ] (m + ") . 
By the note above we can take r*[s*] ("+") as the required variant of rx[s]. [] 
To summarize, we get the following result. 
Theorem. Let r be a term of the typed k-calculus of level O. Let m be a bound for the 
levels of subterms of r and k > 2 be a bound for the arities of subterms of r. Then the 
length of an arbitrary reduction sequence for r with respect o ~ is bounded by 
k2m(m + 2. height(r) + 2k + 2) 
Proof Let r* be a variant ofr which is a 2 - / - te rm.  By the Main Lemma, the length 
of any reduction sequence for r* is < # r*. Since the head reduction tree of r* has 
height < 2m(m + height(r*)) and any variable free in r* has arity < k, the Estimate 
Lemma gives 
r* <~ k 2"(rn + height(r*)), 
Hence by the Variant Lemma it suffices to show height(r*) < 2. height(r) + 2k + 2. 
This can be achieved easily: just replace each variable z in r by its variant 
2y. u(vx-')(zy~), where s consists of all variables xi such that some 2xlt with 
xirvars(t)  is a subterm of r. [] 
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